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Description
If you submit a form and there is a required Text Area (with WYSIWYG) that isn't input, the message "This field is required" shows up underneath the field (as it should).

However, unlike regular text fields and text areas (non-wysiwyg), when you start typing something in the field, the error stays there (usually, as you type something, the message is cleared).

Not a big deal in terms of usability/function but it is inconsistent and makes it look a little less polished.

Importance
4

Easy to solve?
7

Priority
28

Demonstrate Bug
Hello Patrick,

I have found a solution for this in the following URL
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/1908592/jquery-validation-plugin-ckeditor-validate-when-typing which is working on the keyup event but the thing is the text is updating delay while typing due to keyup event.

I have tried this by adding this code into the lib\smarty_tiki\block.textarea.php on 181 line and the code is:

```php
CKEDITOR.replace(".$as_id.'", ' . $ckoptions . '');
CKEDITOR.on("instanceReady", function(event) {
    if (typeof ajaxLoadingHide == "function") { ajaxLoadingHide(); }
    this.instances.$as_id.'resetDirty();
});
CKEDITOR.instances%22.$as_id.'%22.on("instanceReady", function()
{
//set keyup event
this.document.on("keyup", updateTextArea);
//and paste event
this.document.on("paste", updateTextArea);
});

function updateTextArea()
{
    CKEDITOR.tools.setTimeout( function()
    {
    $('#'.$as_id.'').val(CKEDITOR.instances.$as_id.'getData());
    $('#'.$as_id.'').trigger("keyup");
    }, 0);
}

'}`
Please check and suggest.

Philippe Cloutier 08 Jan 18 17:14 GMT-0000

Please provide an example form where this happens.
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